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Abstract—It is widely recognized that patches generated by program repair tools have to be correct to be useful. However, it is fundamentally difficult to ensure the correctness of the patches. Many tools generate only the patches that are highly likely to be correct by taking conservative strategies which inevitably limit the recall of APR approaches. While the recall of APR can potentially be improved by relaxing the requirement on precision, more incorrect patches may also be generated.

In this paper, we conjecture that reviewing incorrect patches also helps developers to understand the bug, and with proper tool support, reviewing incorrect patches would at least not reduce the repair performance. To evaluate this, we propose an interactive patch filtering approach to facilitate developers in the patch review process via effectively filtering out groups of incorrect patches.

We implemented the approach as an Eclipse plugin, InPaFer, and evaluated the effectiveness and usefulness with a mixed-method evaluation. The results show that our approach improves the repair performance of developers, with 62.5% more successfully repaired bugs and 25.3% less debugging time. In particular, even if all generated patches are incorrect, the performance of developers would not be significantly reduced, and could still be improved. Our work provides a new way of thinking for the APR research.

Index Terms—Interactive debugging, Patch filtering, User study, Program repair

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, automatic program repair (APR) attracted a lot of research efforts [1]–[18]. Many of the proposed APR techniques are test-based, which take a buggy program and a test suite with at least one failed test as input and automatically generate a set of patches that make all tests pass.

It is commonly recognized that the generated patches have to be correct to be useful. Multiple existing studies have revealed that the performance (i.e., debugging time and success rates) of developers increases when they are provided with only correct patches. But this performance increase disappears when incorrect patches are also provided, and becomes negative when the developers are provided with only incorrect patches [19]–[22]. However, it is fundamentally difficult to ensure the correctness of the patches because in practice we usually only have a weak specification of the program behavior, usually a test suite, such that many more incorrect patches can meet the specification than correct patches [23]. This is known as the problem of “overfitting” [24], [25] or “weak test suite” [26].

As a result, many approaches take conservative strategies [27]–[32], generating only the patches that are highly likely to be correct, and thus inevitably limiting the recall of APR approaches. For example, Hercules [18], the approach that generates correct patches for the highest number of bugs in Defects4J [33] within our knowledge, only generates correct patches for 13% of the bugs. Such a low recall limits the amount of aid that program repair approaches could give to the developers, and improving the recall of program repair approaches is desirable.

If the requirement on precision can be loosened, the recall of APR can potentially be improved. To validate this point, we consider a basic way of improving the recall at the cost of the precision: combining the patches produced by different program repair approaches. In this way, a correct patch can be generated for a bug if any of the combined approaches generates a correct patch for the bug, and the recall of the combined approach may be significantly higher than any of the individual approaches. This combination is also feasible as current repair approaches often require tens of minutes to fix a bug [29], [30], [34]–[36] and are assumed to work offline, e.g., after a nightly build and before the working time of the next day. In such a case, we have a whole night to invoke different program repair approaches.

We conducted a preliminary study by collecting the patches generated by 13 existing program repair approaches on Defects4J [33]. The details of the study can be found in Section II. The results show that the combined approach significantly improves recall with 124% more bugs fixed. However, more incorrect patches are also generated, and the incorrect patches tend to gather together: on many bugs multiple incorrect patches are generated.

Therefore, in this paper we ask a question: would an APR approach be useful if multiple incorrect patches are generated along with the correct patches? If the answer is yes, it enables the above approach of combining APR tools and opens doors to multiple possibilities. For example, a future APR tool could take a more aggressive strategy to generate as many patches as possible such that the chance of generating a correct patch is higher.

We have observed that the practical usage of APR tools
consists of two steps\cite{37}: (1) patch generation, where the APR tool proposes candidate patches; and (2) patch review, where the developer examines the patches to ensure the correctness and other quality attributes. While patch generation has been extensively studied, we still lack understanding and tool support for the patch review step. Since incorrect patches might provide developers with information about the bug from different perspectives, we conjecture that reviewing incorrect patches also helps developers to understand the bug, and with proper tool support, reviewing incorrect patches would at least not reduce the repair performance (i.e., debugging time and success rates) of the developers.

To verify this conjecture, in this paper we propose an interactive patch filtering approach to help developers identify correct patches for a bug from a group of candidate patches. Our approach groups the candidate patches based on the program attributes and generates a list of filtering criteria. For example, the attributes could be about the behavior of a test (e.g., whether a statement should be executed during a test or not). Developers pick a filtering criterion and provide an answer (‘Yes’ or ‘No’) to keep or filter out the corresponding patches. The process continues until developers figure out a correct patch (by picking an automatically generated one or contriving a new one) or no more patches can be filtered out.

We named our approach InPaFer, which stands for Interactive Patch Filter. We design a two-stage algorithm, introducing an offline preparation stage to optimize the response time of the online interaction stage. We developed InPaFer as an Eclipse plugin as illustrated in Figure\cite{5}.

We first quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of the filtering criteria of InPaFer in an ideal setting in controlled experiments. Then we conduct non-trivial user studies with 200 debugging sessions to evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of InPaFer in the real debugging scenario. The results show that InPaFer improves the repair performance of developers. In particular, compared with manual debugging, developers with InPaFer and a set of generated patches correctly repaired 62.5% more bugs and used 25.3% less time on average. Even if all generated patches are incorrect, the performance of developers would not be significantly reduced, and could still be improved. This confirms our conjecture: with proper tool support, the patch review process helps developers understand the bug, and eventually contributes to the debugging process.

This study provides a new way of thinking for the APR research – instead of sacrificing the recall for the precision of APR techniques, we could improve the patch review process by quickly narrowing down to the correct patch candidates and/or giving developers hints for correct patches. In this way, we do not have to sacrifice the recall of the APR tools and could assist developers on many more bugs.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

1) A novel finding that, with proper tool support in patch review, an APR with low precision could still be useful.

2) An interactive patch filtering approach to supporting the patch review step, and a two-stage algorithm to implement the approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jKali\cite{9}</td>
<td>The Java version of Kali\cite{26}, which only performs functionality deletion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jGenProg\cite{9}</td>
<td>The Java version of GenProg\cite{35,38}, which repair bugs with genetic programming algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kPAR\cite{39}</td>
<td>The Java version of PAR\cite{40}, which generate patches based on predefined fix patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nopol\cite{6}</td>
<td>Repairing buggy conditions with constraint solving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jMutRepair\cite{36}</td>
<td>Repairing bugs with a set of predefined mutators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardumen\cite{37}</td>
<td>Generating patches based on mined templates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar\cite{4}</td>
<td>Repairing bugs with fix patterns of static analysis violations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDrepair\cite{5}</td>
<td>A repair tool based on historical bug-fix information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS\cite{28}</td>
<td>Learning statistical information from open source programs for fixing incorrect conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sfix\cite{41}</td>
<td>Repair approaches based on similar code match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CapGen\cite{29}</td>
<td>An extension of jGenProg, which leverages code similarity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SinFix\cite{30}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepRepair\cite{42}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) An Eclipse plugin with a carefully designed interface for the user to easily filter out incorrect patches and better understand the bug and patches.

4) Non-trivial user studies to investigate the effectiveness and usefulness of InPaFer.

II. PRELIMINARY STUDY

In order to validate the feasibility of combining program repair approaches, we conducted a preliminary study by collecting patches generated by existing APR tools. Since our goal is to maximize the recall, we considered all tools that are listed at \url{program-repair.org} in May 2019 (the time we designed the experiments in this research), and included each tool if (1) it has published patches on Defects4J\cite{33}, and (2) adding the tool increases the recall of the combined approach. As a result, we collected all patches generated by 13 APR tools (listed in Table I), covering 147 bugs on Defects4J 1.0.0. From the statistics on the numbers of bugs in Table I, we have the following three observations:

Combining existing approaches can significantly improve the recall. Table I shows that the combination can provide correct patches for 76 bugs, which is 124% more than the best performed individual approach (34 bugs)\cite{30}.

Incorrect patches are often generated along with correct patches. We observe that among all bugs where correct patches are generated, 47% (36/76) of the bugs also have incorrect patches generated.

Gathering effect: when two patches could be generated for one bug, more patches tend to be generated. Table I shows that 80% (71/89) of the bugs have at least 3 patches among all bugs where multiple patches are generated. The reason for the gathering effect is intuitive: when multiple patches could pass the tests, the tests are probably weak and more patches could be generated.

III. INTERACTIVE PATCH FILTERING

In this section, we first use an illustrative example to introduce the workflow of InPaFer (Section III-A), and then
TABLE II: Dataset in preliminary study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Patches (Contain)</th>
<th>Patches (Not Contain)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single (1)</td>
<td>Multiple (2)</td>
<td>Multiple (3,n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patches (Contain): the number of bugs whose candidate patches contain correct patches. Patches (Not Contain): the number of bugs whose candidate patches do not contain correct patches.

1. Single (1): the number of bugs whose candidate patches contain only one patch.
2. Multiple (2): the number of bugs whose candidate patches contain two patches.
3. Multiple (3,n): the number of bugs whose candidate patches contain at least three patches.

TABLE III: Candidate patches for Math41

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Program Attribute</th>
<th>Patch</th>
<th>Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p1</td>
<td>Modify method <code>evaluate()</code> in class <code>Variance</code></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2</td>
<td>Execute code in line 321 in class <code>Variance</code></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV presents two representative filtering criteria for the patches listed in Table III. Suppose the developer first selects $f_2$, and rejects it (i.e., answer `No`). The patches corresponding to the program attribute in $f_2$ will be filtered out (i.e., $p_2$ and $p_3$), while other patches that do not meet the attribute will remain (i.e., $p_1$).

Providing answers to the filtering criteria also helps understand the bug. For example, providing an answer to $f_1$ would draw the developer's attention to method `evaluate()`, where the root cause of the bug resides. Providing an answer to $f_2$ helps the developer understand that the value of `var` is related to the error (since resetting it to zero makes the test pass). Therefore, these efforts will eventually contribute to the repair process and would not be wasted even if a correct patch does not stand out in the end.

There is a challenge in implementing InPaFer: since collecting program attributes may take a lot of time, such as program execution traces, it is impractical to provide a timely response for online debugging. To overcome this challenge, we utilize the fact that repair approaches are assumed to work offline, e.g., after a nightly build and before the working time of the next day, and design InPaFer as a two-stage approach. As shown in Figure 2, the preparation stage is an offline process that collects program attributes and constructs filtering criteria, while the interaction stage is an online process that performs

Fig. 1: A code snippet from Math41

public double eval(final double[] val, ...) {
    ...
    if (length == 1) {//incorrect patches change here
        var = 0.0;
    } else if (length > 1) {
        double m = new Mean().eval(val,weights,...);
        var = evaluate(val,weights,m,begin,length);
    } ...
}

301 public double evaluate(double[] values, ...) {
    ...
    for (int i=0; i < weights.length; i++) { //buggy
        sumWeights += weights[i];
    } ...
    313$

A. Illustrative Example

Figure 1 shows a code snippet from bug `Math41` in Defects4J [33] benchmark, which invokes the buggy method `evaluate()` when the condition `length>1` is satisfied (line 322). To repair this bug, existing APR tools generated a set of candidate patches. Table III lists three of such patches, which can make the corresponding test suite pass. In the table, the second column denotes the line number of the code in Figure 1 where the corresponding patch changes, while the last two columns present the patch details and their correctness.

From Table III we can see that the patches and the corresponding patched programs exhibit different dynamic and/or static attributes. For example, the code changes occur in method `eval()` for patches $p_2$ and $p_3$, while method `evaluate()` for $p_1$. In addition, after applying the candidate patches and running tests, we can find that patches $p_2$ and $p_3$ make the failing test case go into the `then` branch in line 321. In contrast, the `else` branch between lines 323 and 325 will be taken when applying $p_1$. Therefore, checking the correctness of such program attributes can help developers
to filter out the incorrect patches. For instance, if developers have more confidence to believe that the buggy code should reside in method `evaluate()`, the patches changing code in other methods can be filtered out (i.e., $p_2$ and $p_3$).

According to this observation, we design an interactive patch filtering tool, called InPaFer. Given a set of patches for a bug, InPaFer analyzes what program attributes could distinguish the patches, and presents Yes/No options about the correctness of the program attributes to the developer. Such an option is called a filtering criterion. When an answer is provided to a filtering criterion, InPaFer will automatically filter out the corresponding patches that contradict the answer (‘Yes’ for confirmation or ‘No’ for rejection). The process of providing an answer and filtering patches is called a filtering step. InPaFer proceeds the filtering steps interactively with developers until a termination state is reached.

Table IV presents two representative filtering criteria for the patches listed in Table III. Suppose the developer first selects $f_2$, and rejects it (i.e., answer No). The patches corresponding to the program attribute in $f_2$ will be filtered out (i.e., $p_2$ and $p_3$), while other patches that do not meet the attribute will remain (i.e., $p_1$).

Providing answers to the filtering criteria also helps understand the bug. For example, providing an answer to $f_1$ would draw the developer’s attention to method `evaluate()`, where the root cause of the bug resides. Providing an answer to $f_2$ helps the developer understand that the value of `var` is related to the error (since resetting it to zero makes the test pass). Therefore, these efforts will eventually contribute to the repair process and would not be wasted even if a correct patch does not stand out in the end.

There is a challenge in implementing InPaFer: since collecting program attributes may take a lot of time, such as program execution traces, it is impractical to provide a timely response for online debugging. To overcome this challenge, we utilize the fact that repair approaches are assumed to work offline, e.g., after a nightly build and before the working time of the next day, and design InPaFer as a two-stage approach. As shown in Figure 2, the preparation stage is an offline process that collects program attributes and constructs filtering criteria, while the interaction stage is an online process that performs
patch filtering via interacting with developers, which can be achieved within a short response time.

B. Preparation Stage

Preparation stage is an offline process that performs data preparation for the next interaction stage. Given a set of patches related to a bug, InPaFer automatically collects program attributes for different patches, which will be finally leveraged to construct a set of filtering criteria for interaction.

Generally, any kind of attributes can be used in our approach as long as they can distinguish the candidate patches from some perspectives. However, the attributes that can distinguish more patches and are easy to understand for developers should be preferred, because they potentially can decrease the number of interactions and reduce the burden on developers. As a result, the current implementation of InPaFer employs three kinds of program attributes, including both static code property (Modified Method) and dynamic runtime features (Execution Trace and Variable Value). According to prior studies [19], [43]–[45], these attributes are useful for developers to understand the program during debugging and have the ability to distinguish candidate patches. The details of each attribute are described as follows.

- **Modified Method** can be interpreted as “The method \(m\) in class \(c\) should be patched”, where \(m\) and \(c\) represent the names of a method and a class, respectively. InPaFer analyzes the patches and collects their modified methods during the preparation stage. When a patch changes multiple methods, InPaFer collects all of them.

- **Execution Trace** can be interpreted as “The statement at line \(n\) in class \(c\) should be executed”, where \(n\) and \(c\) represent the line number and the class, respectively. However, the complete execution trace can be too lengthy for manual check. InPaFer currently only considers the execution trace in those methods that are modified by candidate patches, which is easier for manual check since it is close to the changed code.

- **Variable Value** can be interpreted as “The value \(val\) is assigned to \(var\) during program execution”, where \(val\) and \(var\) represent a value and a variable, respectively. Particularly, InPaFer considers all local variables and class fields with primitive types at the entry and exit locations of the modified methods. The reason that only these variable assignments are considered is not to overwhelm the developer with too many filtering criteria.

For each kind of attribute, InPaFer constructs a set of filtering criteria, which will be used in the interaction stage. For **Execution Trace and Variable Value**, we consider the information under only failing test cases, because there are a lot of passing test cases that may overwhelm the developer. If a bug has more than one failing test case, InPaFer will collect the information for different patches under each failing test case. All of them will be used to construct filtering criteria. Additionally, InPaFer will remove all the filtering criteria that cannot distinguish any candidate patch.

C. Interaction Stage

Interaction stage is an online process with developers (shown in Figure 2) using the filtering criteria constructed in the preparation stage. The input of this stage is a list of filtering criteria and the complete project under debugging. Each time, InPaFer collects the feedback from developers for a certain filtering criterion, and updates the candidate filtering criteria and patches in accordance. More concretely, in the interactive debugging process, there are in total three kinds of actions that a developer can take.

- **Filter** Confirming or rejecting a filtering criterion to filter candidate patches.

- **Select** Selecting a patch from candidates as the correct patch.

- **Generate** Generating a correct patch manually to fix the bug.

For each filtering step, InPaFer (1) updates the candidate patches by keeping only the patches consistent with the answer, (2) updates the filtering criteria by keeping only those associating with only a proper subset of the remaining patches, and (3) presents the updated patches and filtering criteria to the developer. The process terminates when the developer Select or Generate a correct patch, or when there is no criterion left.

IV. Eclipse Plugin & User Interface

We implemented InPaFer in a prototype of the same name, which is a plugin for Eclipse with a graphical user interface (GUI) [46]. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the plugin during a debugging process, which corresponds to the example shown in Figure 1. Specifically, it consists of two embedded views, Filter View and Diff View.

Filter View is the main component of our approach, which presents the filtering criteria and corresponding candidate patches. Specifically, we designed three panels: (1) Panel 1 renders the failing test cases and the number of corresponding candidate patches; (2) Panel 2 shows a list of filtering criteria related to the currently selected test, each including the attribute detail, the number of related patches, and the state of the criterion (YES – confirm, NO – reject, UNCLEAR – no answer). The attribute detail includes the three kinds of attributes in Section III-B. For example, **Variance#321** in Execution Trace represents “The code at line 321 in class Variance should be executed”. Users could click ‘Yes’ to filter out all patches uncovered by the criterion and ‘No’ to filter out the complement, and the state of the criterion is updated accordingly; and (3) Panel 3 displays the candidate patches covered by the latest filtering criterion that
was clicked. Additionally, the plugin also provides a one-click rollback to reset all the answers.

**Diff View** is an auxiliary view to visualize the differences of execution traces before and after applying a patch to the buggy program, where the green lines of code are commonly covered by the failing test before and after the repair, while the red lines of code are particularly covered by one of them. Finally, the other lines of code are changed by the patch or not covered by any of them. In this way, the user can clearly understand the impact of the patch on the program execution.

For the convenience of debugging, all views or panels are logically interrelated, and the selection of one part may trigger the update of other places. For example, when a test is selected in Panel 1, Panel 2 will be updated to show the filtering criteria related to the test. When a patch is selected, the **Diff View** will refresh the trace difference immediately. The **Filter View** is also logically related to the text editor of Eclipse. For example, if the user selects a **Modified Method**-related filtering criterion in **Filter View**, the cursor of the text editor will jump into the corresponding modified method. Similarly, users could locate the changed code in the text editor by simply selecting a patch.

**V. Evaluation**

To evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of *InPaFer*, we address the following four research questions:

- **RQ1**: How effective are the filtering criteria in filtering incorrect patches?
- **RQ2**: Can *InPaFer* improve the debugging efficiency and success rates of developers in the real world?
- **RQ3**: Do developers regard *InPaFer* useful, and if so, what aspect of *InPaFer* is most helpful?
- **RQ4**: How does *InPaFer* compare with fault localization techniques?

We answer the first research question in controlled experiments in an ideal setting, in which we quantitatively measure the ratio of incorrect patches that can be filtered out and the number of filtering steps required if all answers are correct. Subsequently, we qualitatively answer the remaining three research questions via user studies, in which we provide an Eclipse plugin to developers and measure the debugging performance of the developers. We use the Paired Wilcoxon rank-sum test to establish statistical significance.

**A. Quantitative Study (RQ1)**

In this study, we answer RQ1 by quantitatively measuring the ratio of incorrect patches that can be filtered out and the number of filtering steps required if all answers are correct. Subsequently, we qualitatively answer the remaining three research questions via user studies, in which we provide an Eclipse plugin to developers and measure the debugging performance of the developers. We use the Paired Wilcoxon rank-sum test to establish statistical significance.

**1) Experimental Setup:**

- **Dataset**: We use the dataset collected during our preliminary study (Section II). We filtered out 58 bugs that have only one patch, and the *Time11* bug that causes an
TABLE V: Dataset in experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>KLoC</th>
<th>#Bugs</th>
<th>#AvgPatch</th>
<th>#C/#NC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chart</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>9/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>8/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>15/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>36/52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KLoC: thousands of lines of code, #Bugs: number of bugs per project, #AvgPatch: average number of patches per bug, #C/#NC: number of bugs which contain or do not contain correct patches.

TABLE VI: (RQ1) Ratio of incorrect patches that are successfully filtered by InPaFer for all bugs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio of Incorrect Patches Filtered</th>
<th>0 (0, 100%)</th>
<th>100%</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Bugs</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We repeat the experiment ten times and calculate the average results. Please note that we do not simulate Select or Generate, and no correct patch could be possibly filtered out.

2) Results:
   a) Effectiveness: Table VI shows the ratio of the incorrect patches that are successfully filtered out by the filtering criteria in InPaFer. The result shows that, for 47.7% (42/88) bugs, InPaFer correctly filters out all incorrect patches. For 23.9% (21/88) bugs, InPaFer cannot generate any filtering criterion to filter out incorrect patches. For 28.4% (25/88) bugs, InPaFer could partially filter out incorrect patches.

To understand the reason why InPaFer cannot fully filter out the incorrect patches, we randomly sampled 5 bugs out of the 46 ones and manually checked the corresponding patches. The results show that the program states of these candidate patches are the same when running the failing test. For example, in Figure 4, we show a pair of candidate patches of Chart, one is correct while the other is not. They both change the if condition (line 2) and have the same execution trace, and thus the current version of InPaFer is not able to distinguish them. However, InPaFer could be further improved by incorporating more kinds of attributes, such as invariance information. We leave it to future work.

b) Number of Filtering Steps: We investigate the number of filtering steps needed to filter out all incorrect patches. The results show that our approach requires a median of 2.2 filtering steps (standard deviation is 2.6). There are in the median of 7 candidate patches per bug, which means without the help of InPaFer, developers need to go through 7 patches one by one, but with InPaFer, developers could just click the filtering button 2.2 times to filter out all incorrect patches.

RQ1: If the answers to filtering criteria are all correct, InPaFer filters out all incorrect patches for 47.7% bugs with a median of 2.2 filtering steps.

B. User Study I (RQ2 & RQ3)

We answer RQ2 and RQ3 by evaluating the effectiveness and usefulness of InPaFer in the real debugging scenario.

1) Study Design: To investigate the impact of our approach to developers’ debugging performance in practice, we design three debugging settings:

- **ManuallyFix**: repair bugs without candidate patches
- **FixWithPatches**: repair bugs with candidate patches
- **FixWithInPaFer**: repair bugs using InPaFer

Note that in all settings, participants are allowed to use the Eclipse debugger and run test cases as they need.

a) Tasks: Since there could be no correct patch available in the candidate patches, we design two types of tasks to reflect the two scenarios: (1) the correct patch is available, and (2) no correct patch is available. Since the design goal of InPaFer is to help review a group of patches, we consider only bugs with 3 or more patches. We further consider only the bugs that do not require specific domain knowledge. From the Defects4J dataset that was used in our previous experiment (see Table V), we identified 38 bugs meeting the above criteria, whose median number of patches is 20 per bug. Among them, 26 bugs contain a correct patch and 12 bugs contain no correct patch. We randomly selected 2 bugs from each category, where Task1 and Task2 contain the correct patches, while Task3 and Task4 do not (see details in Table VII). The participants would not be informed whether the candidate patch set contains a correct patch.

Please note that it is inherently difficult to increase the number of tasks in user studies and the number of tasks in our user studies is already the largest among multiple recent top-conference publications that evaluate an interactive debugging technique (1-4 tasks) [22, 47, 49]. To mitigate the small number of tasks, we will not rely on only the statistical results of the four tasks, but also analyze the reasons of the participants’ performance in different tasks. Furthermore, these bugs are representative in terms of InPaFer.
performance in RQ1. Among the four tasks, InPaFer can filter out all incorrect patches in three of them, and the filtering steps are among 2 to 4.8.

b) Pilot Study: We performed a pilot study to estimate the required power (i.e., number of participants) of our study and to tune the tasks and descriptions. We asked 10 students from computer science department to use InPaFer plugin on 2 tasks. We improved the UI design of InPaFer and the initial setup of user study with the suggestion provided by the pilot participants for the final study. The 10 pilot participants did not participate in the final study. We also measured the time and estimated that the effect size was big enough to show significant effects with few participants in the actual experiment. We had an estimation of 25 minutes when debugging without candidate patches, compared to an estimation of 20 minutes when using InPaFer. Based on the observation in the pilot study, we set a time limit of 30 minutes per task. We define a debugging session as successful when the bug is correctly repaired within the time limit.

c) Participants: In total, we recruited 30 participants to conduct our user study. They are all students majoring in computer science from our department. They have at least three-year programming experience and are familiar with debugging in Eclipse. Additionally, the participants have no prior knowledge of the bugs in our study.

d) Procedure: In the study, participants were evenly divided into three separate groups (i.e., A, B and C). Each participant was asked to finish four tasks under two debugging settings (as shown in Table VII). For example, participants in Group A were asked to manually repair the bugs in Task1 and Task3 and repair the bugs in Task2 and Task4 with the help of candidate patches. To sum up, our study consisted of 120 (30 × 4) individual debugging sessions. This scale is significantly larger than multiple recent top-conference publications that evaluate an interactive debugging technique [22], [47]−[49], which ranges from 20 to 48 debugging sessions.

In addition, to make the participants familiar with debugging using InPaFer, our user study included a training task before the formal debugging session: after we described the corresponding terminology, participants in Group B and C were asked to fix an irrelevant bug using InPaFer. After the participants finished a debugging session, we manually checked whether the fix was correct.

At the end of each debugging session, we concluded each session with general and open-ended questions about experience and suggestions for improvement. Specifically, for each participant, we asked questions regarding the difference between the two debugging settings. For participants who have debugged with InPaFer, we asked questions regarding how we could improve.

e) Analysis: We analyzed the interviews primarily qualitatively, analyzing what participants learned and how they interacted with the tool. Two of the authors transcribed and coded the interviews, following standard methods of qualitative empirical research [50].

2) Results: Participants’ Performance:

a) Success Rate: We calculated the number of sessions in which the bugs were successfully repaired in three different debugging settings. Results show that our approach (FixWithInPaFer) significantly outperformed ManuallyFix and FixWithPatches with respectively 62.5% (p = 10−4) and 39.3% (p = 10−3) improvements (see Table IX). Specifically, when the correct patches existed in the candidate patches, participants could always fix the bug in the study. However, it was not the case for FixWithPatches though the same patches were given.

b) Debugging Time: We quantified the debugging time (see Figure 5). The results show that: comparing to FixWithPatches, InPaFer could significantly shorten the debugging time by 28.0% (p = 4 × 10−5) in all tasks; comparing to ManuallyFix, InPaFer could reduce the debugging time by 25.3% (p = 10−5) for all tasks. Even if all generated patches are incorrect (Task 3&4), participants in FixWithInPaFer still perform better than in ManuallyFix, repairing 27% more bugs and using 13% less time.

c) Participants’ Performance and Patch Usefulness: We notice that FixWithInPaFer does not constantly lead to better repair performance: on Task4 participants performed slightly worse in FixWithInPaFer than in ManuallyFix. Also, the performance of FixWithPatches does not seem to be related to the correctness of patches: FixWithPatches leads to better repair performance than ManuallyFix on Task 1&3, where one contains the correct patch and the other one does not.

One possible explanation of this is the usefulness of patches. We observe that even if a patch is incorrect, it may still be useful in providing hints to the participants. Nearly all candidate patches in Task1 change the faulty code, and thus pinpoint the faulty location to the participants. For example, participant P23 said “the patches helped me localize to the faulty code”. The patches in Task3, though all incorrect, contain part of the code in the correct patch, providing hints for the participants to figure out the correct patch. For example, participant P22 commented “the patches provided me the API method that I should use”. According to the interview, 14 out of 20 participants (P11-P14, P17-P20, P22-P25, P29, P30) in

### TABLE VII: Bugs of each task in the user study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task ID</th>
<th>Bug ID</th>
<th>#Patch (#Cor_Patch)</th>
<th>#Remain_InCor_Patch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task1</td>
<td>Chart9</td>
<td>26 (4)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task2</td>
<td>Math41</td>
<td>48 (1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task3</td>
<td>Lang14</td>
<td>8 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task4</td>
<td>Lang22</td>
<td>24 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#Patch: number of patches, #Cor_Patch: number of correct patches, #Remain_InCor_Patch: number of remaining patches after filtering.
which is reliable filtering steps, I only need to review a few numbers of patches, after a few steps of filtering, I gradually understand the bug and how to fix the bug by myself. Overall, there are 16 out of 40 debugging sessions for which participants mentioned that filtering patches in InPaFer helps understand the bug.

c) The UI design helps participants navigate and access key information: The Eclipse plugin (Figure 3) has connections between elements to help the user to overview and navigate the bugs. For example, when a concrete patch (Panel 3) is selected, the Diff View shows the execution trace difference before and after applying the patch. Participants gave positive feedbacks on this design. For example, P11 mentioned that when he was working on Task3, which does not contain the correct patch, “when I chose a Modified Method criterion, the plugin located the bug to the equals function, which helps me to know that the equals function should be called. Also, the Diff View shows which branch that the execution gets into makes the test case pass. It corrects the previous misunderstanding.”

RQ2: FixWithInPaFer increases the success rate by 62.5% and 39.3% on average, and reduces the debugging time by 25.3% and 28.0% on average, compared to ManuallyFix and FixWithPatches, respectively. Even if all generated patches are incorrect, the performance of developers would not be significantly reduced, and could still be improved.

3) Results: Usefulness of InPaFer: We analyzed the interviews and found in multiple aspects the participants found InPaFer useful.

a) The filtering functionality helps participants to save patch review effort: 12 out of 20 participants (P13, P17, P20, P22-P30) mentioned that InPaFer could help them to quickly filter out incorrect patches. For example, P20 said “After a few filtering steps, I only need to review a few numbers of patches, which is reliable”.

b) Interacting with InPaFer helps participants to understand the bug: Many participants generated the patch by themselves, but confirmed that the filtering process helped understand the bug. For instance, when discussing Task2, which contains a large portion of incorrect patches, P21 said “I have no idea about the bug at the beginning, but I can confirm or reject each filtering criterion. After a few steps of filtering, I gradually understand the bug and know how to fix the bug by myself.” Overall, there are 16 out of 40 debugging sessions for which participants mentioned that filtering patches in InPaFer helps understand the bug.

RQ3: We found frequent and concrete evidence of the usefulness of InPaFer, including saving patch review effort, better understanding the bug, and accessing the key information.

C. User Study II (RQ4)

In the above user study, for all tasks, at least one participant mentioned that InPaFer helped them to locate the faulty code during the debugging process. Therefore, we ask:

RQ4: How does InPaFer compare with fault localization techniques? If participants with InPaFer does not show superior performance compared to participants with a fault localization technique, the latter should be preferred as it is in general more efficient without patch generation.

We conducted another user study, where participants were separated into two groups – one group debugs with the aid of InPaFer, while the other group debugs with a list of candidate faulty locations. Particularly, we chose the statement-level bug locations as they can provide the most comprehensive result and also are close to those provided by InPaFer. We used the fault localization results of the state-of-the-art technique – CombineFL [51], which achieved the best statement-level results on Defects4J benchmark as far as we know.

RQ4: How does InPaFer compare with fault localization techniques? If participants with InPaFer does not show superior performance compared to participants with a fault localization technique, the latter should be preferred as it is in general more efficient without patch generation.

We conducted another user study, where participants were separated into two groups – one group debugs with the aid of InPaFer, while the other group debugs with a list of candidate faulty locations. Particularly, we chose the statement-level bug locations as they can provide the most comprehensive result and also are close to those provided by InPaFer. We used the fault localization results of the state-of-the-art technique – CombineFL [51], which achieved the best statement-level results on Defects4J benchmark as far as we know.
TABLE X: Groups in user study II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group (Participant ID)</th>
<th>FixWithLocations</th>
<th>FixWithInPaFer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group D (P31-P40)</td>
<td>Task1+3</td>
<td>Task2+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group E (P41-P50)</td>
<td>Task2+4</td>
<td>Task1+3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE XI: Successful debugging sessions in user study II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task ID</th>
<th>FixWithLocations</th>
<th>FixWithInPaFer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We recruited 20 participants, including 12 students majoring in computer science and 8 developers from companies. They have at least one-year Java programming experience and are familiar with debugging in Eclipse. Both students and developers were evenly divided into two groups (D and E). Each participant was asked to finish four tasks (same as user study I) under two debugging settings (as shown in Table X). Same as user study I, we interviewed participants after finishing the tasks to better understand their debugging process.

2) Result Analysis:

a) Success Rate: In terms of success rates, as shown in Table XI, our approach (FixWithInPaFer) significantly outperformed FixWithLocations by 37.0% (p = 2 × 10^{-3}).

b) Debugging Time: Figure 6 shows that there is no significant difference regarding the cost of time for Task 3&4 (p > 0.1). It is because the faulty locations suggested by CombineFL were ranked at the 1st and 2nd position correspondingly. Participants also confirmed that after checking the code in the faulty locations, it was not hard to generate the correct patches.

In Task 1&2, the faulty locations were ranked at the 13rd and 18th positions respectively, and thus could benefit little to the participants. As a result, InPaFer significantly shortened the debugging time by 34.4% (p = 4 × 10^{-4}) comparing to FixWithLocations. 11 out of 20 participants said that if the top three candidate faulty locations were wrong, they would not like to go through the location list any more. While for the group of FixWithInPaFer, participants confirmed that InPaFer could provide useful information more than just the location, such as execution traces (P31, P32, P37, P38, P43), and hints from candidate patches (P32, P34, P35, P37, P38, P40, P47). The result indicates that patches provide more help than faulty locations, and the extra time for generating patches is not wasted.

RQ4: Compared to FixWithLocations, FixWithInPaFer increases the success rate by 37.0%, and reduces the debugging time by 24.2% on average.

D. Threats to Validity

Regarding internal validity, communication issues may have affected some answers. We mitigated this threat by refining our interview guide when questions raised confusion and involving two researchers in each interview. Despite open-ended questions and careful design, we cannot entirely exclude confirmation bias, in which participants might avoid raising critical points. We mitigated this by focusing on insights gained, not just claims.

Regarding external validity, first, we focused on 4 tasks in the Defects4J dataset whereas results may not be generalized to all other cases. Yet please note that it is inherently difficult to increase the number of tasks in user studies and the number of tasks in our user studies is already the largest among multiple recent top-conference publications that evaluate an interactive debugging technique (1-4 tasks) [22], [47]–[49]. To mitigate this threat, we did not rely on only the statistical results of the 4 tasks, but also analyzed the reason of the performance differences between different tasks in detail. Additionally, we argue that the 4 tasks are representative in terms of InPaFer performance in RQ1. Among the 4 tasks, InPaFer can filter out all incorrect patches in three of them, with the filtering steps among 2 to 4.8. Second, our studies may suffer from a selection bias of the participants, as common for these kinds of studies. To reduce selection bias, we recruited participants in public channels and randomly assigned them into five groups.

To avoid effects due to differences between real developers who are familiar with the project and students in our user studies, we designed the tasks in a way that basic debugging knowledge. Overall we selected participants with different backgrounds and did not observe any systematic differences. In total, we have conducted 200 debugging sessions for our user studies, which are significantly more than what are used to evaluate an interactive debugging techniques (20-48 debugging sessions) in recent top-conference publications [22], [47]–[49], and we argue that a state of saturation was reached in the end. Finally, in the quantitative study, we simulated the patch filtering process under eight strategies (the other seven are shown in Appendix), but there could be cases that are not covered. To mitigate this, we run our experiment ten times. Please also note that the goal of the quantitative evaluation is to measure the effectiveness of the filtering criteria using some metrics, and the effectiveness and usefulness of InPaFer are evaluated by user studies.
VI. RELATED WORK

A. Effect of Patches

Existing studies investigated the effects of providing patches to developers during debugging, including providing a single patch [19], five patches together [20], partial repair [21] or repair hints [22]. The findings of these studies are consistent: the developers’ repair performance of a bug could improve when they are provided with only correct patches, but the improvement disappears and even becomes negative when the provided patches contain incorrect ones. Compared with them, our study is the first to consider the effect of tool support, and finds that good tool support could mitigate the negative effect of incorrect patches, such that the performance of developers could still improve when they are provided with incorrect patches.

B. Interactive Repair

Some recent studies tried to involve developers in the program repair process. There was a in-parallel position paper [52], which proposed an interactive patch suggestion paradigm based on what and how questions. Our work shares a vision similar to this paper, but further implements an Eclipse plugin, and conducts non-trivial user studies that reveal insights why the interactive filtering process works. Furthermore, different from our approach that asks the developers to validate attributes, the position paper proposes to ask what questions: “what should be the output of this expression?” It is yet unknown whether such what questions are easy for the developers to answer.

Cashin et al. [44] clustered a set of generated patches by program invariants. Developers ideally need only examine one patch per cluster. Compared with their approach, our approach actively asks developers to confirm or reject the filtering criteria rather than clusters the patches. These two kinds of support are orthogonal, and can be potentially combined to further support patch review in future.

B¨ohme et al. [45] queried developers to build a test oracle before patch generation to overcome overfitting. Compared with that, our study focuses on the patch review process after patch generation, and helping developers find a patch rather than helping the automated system.

C. Interactive Debugging

Many interactive debugging techniques [43], [47]–[49], [53]–[56] leveraged user feedback to localize faults. Algorithmic debugging [53] built a tree of method invocations for a failed test, and then repeatedly asked developers questions to prune the tree for fault localization. Li et al. [48] improved algorithmic debugging by leveraging spectrum-based fault localization (SBFL) and dynamic dependencies to optimize the order of method invocations to be questioned. Gong et al. [50] improved SBFL by asking developers to label the statements as faulty or clean, and updating the suspicious statement list. Johnson et al. [43] helped developers to understand the root cause of a bug by identifying most-similar passing tests to original failing tests. Ko and Myers proposed Whyline [49], [54], [55], which explained bug according to the dynamic slicing until the developer finds the root cause of the fault. Lin et al. [47] improved Whyline by allowing developers to select the trace execution pattern and using developer’s feedback to recommend some suspicious traces.

Different from these techniques, our approach aims to help patch review by interactive patch filtering, rather than improving the fault localization. Our study indicates that patches provide more help than suspicious faulty locations.

D. Patch Correctness Identification

Multiple existing approaches automatically identified the correctness of patches. Some approaches adopted a deterministic way by generating new test cases and identifying incorrect patches which violates oracles [57] or cause crash/memory-leak errors [58], [59]. Other approaches adopted a heuristic rule, such as anti-patterns [60] or the behavior similarity of test case executions [61]. However, these techniques still cannot filter out all incorrect patches and guarantee the correctness of remaining patches. As a result, manual check will be a must. Our approach can be combined with these techniques and help developers to better understand the bug.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the question: would an APR approach be useful if multiple incorrect patches are generated along with the correct patches, and proposed an interactive patch filtering approach, InPaFer, which contains a two-stage algorithm, to provide tool support for patch review. We have implemented our approach as an Eclipse plugin.

The results show that our approach improves the repair performance of developers with 62.5% more successfully repaired bugs and 25.3% less debugging time on average. This confirms our conjecture: with proper tool support, the patch review process helps understand the bug, and eventually contributes to debugging.

Our findings open doors to multiple possibilities of future APR research directions, and we highlight two below.

1) APR techniques could target more bugs by loosening the correctness requirement and generating more patches. Existing approaches usually try to generate a single patch per bug in order not to overwhelm the developer [28], [30], but our results suggest that with proper tool support, APR tools that generates a lot of incorrect patches can still be useful. We advocate that future APR techniques could focus on improving the recall without avoiding generating many incorrect patches. For example, they could target more bugs by expanding the search space and broadening the generation condition, and InPaFer ensures the mixture of incorrect and correct patches still improve the repair performance of developers.

2) The measurement of APR techniques could consider not only the correctness, but also the usefulness of patches for developers. Our study reveals that incorrect patches can also help the developers to repair bugs, which suggests that more work is needed to fully understand and characterize patch quality. Future evaluation on APR techniques should consider not only patch correctness, but also the usefulness in providing hints to the developers.


